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PRIMITIVE  IDEALS IN VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS1

HERBERT  HALPERN

Abstract. For a von Neumann algebra it is shown that the

set of primitive ideals containing a fixed maximal ideal of the center

is sequentially closed in the order topology defined on the set of all

ideals containing the maximal ideal. As a corollary, it is shown that

every ideal generated by a sequence of elements of a von Neumann

algebra and a maximal ideal of the center is either primitive or

simple modulo a primitive ideal.

1. Preliminaries. Let A be a von Neumann algebra with center Z.

Let Ç be a maximal ideal of Z and let Cç be the set of all (closed two-

sided) ideals of A containing £. The set Cc is linearly ordered by inclusion

and therefore every ideal / in Cç is prime, i.e. I^I'I" implies /=>/' or

/=>/". The set of all prime ideals of A is (J; Q- It is known that every

primitive ideal, i.e. the kernel of an irreducible representation of A, is

prime. Since every prime ideal is primitive for a separable C*-algebra [1],

the question arises as to whether a prime ideal is primitive for other

algebras. We consider some aspects of that question in this paper.

Notation. A is a von Neumann algebra with center Z; (S) is the set of

projections in Sc A ; a, b, c are elements of A ; e,f g are elements of (A) ;

p, q are elements of (Z); £ is a maximal ideal of Z; [£] is the ideal in A

generated by £.

2. Ideals. Given e e (A), let S(e) denote the set of all finite sums of

orthogonal projections e¡ (1 _/'_«) in A with e¿<.e.

Lemma 1. If e and f are projections in A such that e e S(f), then

S(e)<=S(f).

Proof. It is sufficient to show that g e S(f) whenever g^e. Let

et (l^/_«) be orthogonal projections of sum e with et<f The range

projection g\ of ge{ satisfies the relations g'i^g and gi<e, [3, III, §1,

Proposition 2]. Setting gl=0 and g'k' = \/ {gí|l^/_Aí} for l=rc_«, we

get that {g'k— gl-\\l ;=&_«} implements the relation geS(f) since

gl-g'k-i<gl<ei<f [3, III, §1, Corollary 1, Proposition 2].    Q.E.D.
The next definition was considered in a less general case in [5].
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Definition 2. Let (1(e)) be the family of all projections / in A such

that pf g [£] whenever pe<pf for any/' e S(f) and p e (Z). Let (/(e))

be the family of all projections/in A such that pf<pg for some g e S(e)

and p g (Z)\£.

We collect some statements we need in the next lemma.

Lemma 3.    The following statements are true:

(i) (1(e)) and (J(e)) are the sets of all projections of the ideals 1(e) and

J(e);

(ii) /(*)=>[£];

(iii) J(e) is generated by e and £;

(iv) ife £ [£], then J(e) is the smallest ideal of A properly containing 1(e) ;

(v) the ideal J(e) is of the form J(e)=1(f) if e is a properly infinite pro-

jection not in [£].

Proof, (i) A short calculation using Lemma 1 and [3, III, §1,

Corollary 1, Proposition 2] shows that (1(e)) and (J(e)) are /^-ideals in the

sense of F. B. Wright [7] and hence the sets of projections of certain

ideals in A.

(ii) and (iii) obvious.

(iv) If/e (1(e)) and if p e (Z) with pe<pf and (\-p)f<(\-p)e, then
pfe [£] and so feJ(e). Thus we get that I(e)^J(e). Conversely, let / be an

ideal that properly contains 1(e). Then there is an/G (/), an/' e S(f),

and a p e (Z) with pe<pf and pf $ [£]. Because pf e I and [£]CZ, we

see that pe el and so J(e)^I. By hypothesis, e $ [Ç] and so I(e)^J(e).

(v) Since the properly infinite projection e can be expressed as a sum

of n (n=l,2, • ■ •) orthogonal projections equivalent to e, we see that

S(e) = {fe (A)\f<e). Since S(e) is a /?-ideal [7], there is an ideal I in A

such that (I) = S(e). If {a,} is a bounded subset of/and {/?,} a corresponding

orthogonal set in (Z) of sum 1, then 2 /?¿a¿> which converges in the strong

operator topology, is in /. Indeed, the obvious case in which each a{ e (I)

immediately implies the most general case. There is a properly infinite

projection/^ [£] and a p e (Z) such that S(e) = {g e (Ap)\qf<qg for some

q e (Z) implies qf=0} [5, Theorem 2.4]. We show J(e)=I(f). Notice that

p ^ £ since ep=e. If g g 5(e) and if q e (Z) with qf<qg, then <?/=0 and

thus q g £. Hence e G /(/). By (ii) and (iii) we get /(e)c/(/). Conversely,

if 9 is the largest element of (Z) such that qf<qg for given g e (1(f)),

then <7g g [£]. We also have that (\—q)pg e S(e). Because 1 —p e [£], we

get that g is in the ideal /(e) by (ii) and (iii). Thus we have that /(/)<=/(e).

Q.E.D.
We now consider the set C=C, of prime ideals in A that contain £

introduced in §1. The set C linearly ordered by inclusion. We consider the

usual order topology on C.
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Theorem 4. The set P of primitive ideals in A that contain £ is a sequen-

tially closed subset of C.

Proof. If {/„} is a sequence in P with lim /„=/, then \Jm p\ {/„|«_«?}.

So it is sufficient to show that any strictly increasing (resp. decreasing)

sequence {/„} in C has least upper (resp. greatest lower) bound in P.

First we consider the least upper bound. We may assume that I0=[Q.

There are e„ with In-iczI(en)'=:J(en)'^In by Lemma 3(iv). Because

I=\J In = \f I(en), we may assume that In=I(en) («^1). Furthermore,

we easily verify that In=I(\J {em|m_«}) and so we may assume that e1 =

e25=- ■ • . Since each proper ideal of A is the intersection of primitive

ideals [2, 2.7.3], the ideal /„ («^ 1) is primitive (Lemma 2(iv)). This means

that there is a pure state <f>n of A such that <f>n(en)=l and <f>n(In) = Q. Let

U be a free ultra-filter of the natural numbers and let (f> be the state of A

given by lim^ <f>n(a) = <f>(a) for all a e A. We show that the canonical

representation 77 of A induced by </> is an irreducible representation with

kernel /.

If xp is a state of A, set L(ip) — {a e A\y(a*a) = 0}. To show 7r is irre-

ducible, it is sufficient to show that, given a and b in A with \\a — L(<f>)\\ =

\\b — L(<f>)\\ = l and any e>0, there is a c e A with ||c|| = l+£ and ca —

L((f>) = b — L(<f>). Given 0<»i<l with (l + ^Kl—»?)~1<l+e, there is a

ueU so that \\a — L(<f>i)\\ and \\b — L((f>t)\\ are in the real interval [1 — »?,

1 +7]] for all ;' e u. Since </>, is a pure state, there is a c¿ e A with ||c,-|| _

(l+JiXl-^-^l+e such that cta-L(4>i)—b-L(fa) for ieu [6]. Now
let/ be the range projection of be¡ and let g¿ be the range projection of

ae¿. Since e\_-e*i+1, we have that/^/+1 and gi^gi+x for every /". For

convenience, let/0=g0=0. The elements c=2 {(/—/-íK-te.—£¿-i)|' 6 "}

exists in the strong operator topology and ||c|| ^ 1 +e. For any / e u we get

ca - L(fa) = cae i - L(<f>ù = c(g¿ - g¡_x)a - L(fa)

= (fi -fi-i^Agi - gi-i)a - Ufa)
= (fi -fi-i)b - L(fa) = b - Ufa).

Hence, we get ca—L(<f>)=b — L(</>). Consequently -n is irreducible.

We have that 7r(e¿) = 0 for every r; indeed, there is a u e U with

{1, 2, ■ • • , /+1} n«=0. Since 7r certainly vanishes on [£], the kernel of

77 contains / (Lemma 3(iii)). Conversely, let/e (A)\I. We show n(f)^0.

Suppose we have found p¡ e (Z)\£,/¡ e (fAf), and vt e A for 1 _/_« such

that the/ are mutually orthogonal and such that v*vi = (ei—ei_x)pi and

ViV*=f (l^¡_rt). Here e0=0. There is a maximal pn+x in (Z) such that

(e„+i-e„)/7„+1<(/-2{/|l='=«}K+i- We have that/>„+1 £ £; other-

wise, feI„+2, a contradiction. There is a partial isometry yn+1 in A such

that f„+iftn=/0+i^/-I{/<|l^/¿n} and vt+xvn+x = (en+x-en)pn+x. By
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induction, we may assume/>,,/, t\ are defined for all i=\, 2, • • • . Setting

v=1vi m the strong operator topology, we get that Tr(f)v—L(</)) =

v-L((/>)^0 since (/>i(v*v) = <t>i(pi+1(ei+1-ei)v*v(ei+1-ei)) = <j>i(ei+1)=l for

every /'. This completes the proof for strictly increasing sequences.

The proof for decreasing sequences is analogous to proof for the

increasing sequence. We also note that here a proof is also available from

the theory of C*-algebras using the fact that the space of primitive ideals

is a Baire space with the hull-kernel topology (cf. [2, 3.4.13]).    Q.E.D.

Corollary 5. Let I be an ideal of A generated by the sequence {aj in

A and the ideal £.

(1) Then I satisfies one of the following conditions:

(i) IeP.
(ii) I=J(e)for some e e (A).

(2) If I contains a properly infinite projection not in £, then IeP.

(3) If A is purely infinite, then IeP.

Proof. (1) The ideal / is generated by £ and the spectral projections

en (n=l,2, •■•) of 2a*ai/2l(||a¿||2+l) corresponding to the intervals

[rr1, + oo). Thus, we find that /= V J(en). If I^J(en) for all n, then IeP

by Theorem 4.

(2) If e is a properly infinite projection in /\[£], then /=/(eVe„). Here,

however, each/(eVen) is primitive (Lemma 3(iii) and (iv)).

(3) If /= [£], then / is primitive [4, Theorem 4.7]. The other case is

treated in (2).   Q.E.D.
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